which (1) lim I sn(x)dx = I fx)dx «-»«> J a J a have been determined.f It is easy to construct sequences for which the limit on the left side of (1) exists and is different from the right side. In the present paper necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for the existence ol this limit in terms of the sequence sn(x). It turns out that the limit function F(x) is independent of f(x). In fact if F(x) is an arbitrary continuous function, there exists a sequence of summable functions sn(x) tending to zero everywhere, for which f^sn(x)dx tends to F(x) everywhere. If Fi(x), F2(x), • ■ • is a sequence of measurable functions, there is a sequence sn(x) tending to zero everywhere for which almost everywhere the set of limits of f sn(x)dx is the sequence Fi(x), F2(x), ■ ■ ■ . If fes"(x)dx is-bounded in n and e, e any measurable subset of (a, b), then F(x), when it exists, is of bounded variation on (a, b). Conversely, if F(x) is of bounded variation, there exists a function f(x) and a sequence of summable functions s"(x) tending everywhere to/(x) for which fsn(x)dx tends to F(x), and for which fesndx is bounded in n and e. This is of some interest for the reason that it provides a characterization of functions of bounded variation which can be extended to functions of any number of variables. It is possible for the limit of the left side of (1) to exist when the function f(x) is not summable. As an aid in the study of this situation we introduce the following conventions:
Letf(x) be measurable on (a, b) . If there exists a sequence of summable functions sn(x) tending tof(x) almost everywhere and a continuous function F(x) such that f*s"ix)dx tends to F(x), then f(x) is integrable in the sequence sense to F(x), F(x) =S(f, a, x). If sn(x) can be so determined that sn(x) =/ on En, sn(x) =0 elsewhere, En contains En-i, and mE" tends to b-a, thenfix) is totally integrable in the sequence sense to F(x), F(x) = TS(f, a, x).
In the light of the foregoing statements concerning the limits of fas"dx with s" tending to zero, it is clear that S(f, a, x) is not uniquely defined. If/ is finite almost everywhere, and almost everywhere is the approximate derivative of the continuous function F(x), then S(f, a, x) exists for which S(f, a, x)=F(x)-F(a).
Ii f(x) is summable, then TS(f, a, x) is uniquely defined, and TS(f, a, x) =fj(x)dx.
Iif(x) is integrable in the generalized Den joy sense, and F(x) =fj(x)dx, then there exists TS(f, a, x)=F(x), but in this case TS(f, a, x) is not uniquely defined. It is probable that if f(x) is integrable in the generalized Denjoy sense and TS(f, a, x) can be determined which is (ACG),* then TS(f, a, x)=F(x).
Some information is given in regard to this point, but so far it has not been possible to obtain all the facts.
2. The limit function of the sequence of integrals. Let/be summable, and let s" be a sequence of summable functions tending to / almost everywhere. For an arbitrary positive number -q let E(l, y) be the part of (a, x) for which |/-s"| <t), n^l, and let C(l, rj) be the complement of E(l, y) on (a, x). These sets are measurable, and as I increases mC(l, y) tends to zero. If for a fixed x F(x) = lim I sndx = lim sndx + lim I sndx, «->» «/" n->» Je(I.v) »-"» d C (.l,n) then for I sufficiently large the first limit on the right is arbitrarily near to f'fdx. Hence if F(x) exists, we have Fix) -J fdx +lim lim f s"dx \.
We thus get:
Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of Fix) is the existence of lim I s"dx, '-»" dC(l.v) lim I Sndx, ra ^ Z.
* Generalized absolutely continuous. F(x) is (ACG) on (a, b) if it is continuous, and (a, b) can be separated into a finite or denumerable set of sets £i, £,, • • • such that F(x) is absolutely continuous on each E"; Saks, Théorie de l 'Intégral, Warsaw, 1933, p. 152, §9. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let U(n, 5), L(n, 6) be respectively the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of fesn for all e on (a, x) with me<5. The reasoning used by Hildebrandt* can be modified to give :
Theorem IL A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x) exists is that
¿-+0 n-»« Let g = gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ be any subsequence of s, and let U(g, n, 5), L(g, n, 5) be the least upper bound and greatest lower bound respectively of fegi, me < 5, i = l,2, ■ ■ ■ ,n.
Theorem III. A necessary and sufficient condition that F(x) exist is that
where K depends on x but is independent of g.
The proof of this can be accomplished by the methods of our previous paper, f We give here a proof which is much simpler and which includes the results of that paper as a special case.
Suppose F(x) exists. Then by Theorem I of the present paper we have
l~"> «2c ((,n) Suppose there is some g of 5 such that for every 5'>0 there exists 5 <8' and a sequence of positive integers nx, n2, ■ ■ •. such that
For a fixed », U(g, n, ô) tends to zero as 5 tends to zero. As a result of this, together with (2), it follows that there exists S, «,, «/, and a set e, such that /<«/ ^w,, me<ô, and
If C+ and C~ are the parts of C(l, rj) for which g";^0, gn; <0, respectively, reasoning similar to that used by Hildebrandt J shows that * Loc. cit., pp. 441-442. I gn'i ■dx > Uig, ni, S) + Lig, ns,ô)-->K + -Since ni >l this contradicts (3). Similar reasoning leads to a contradiction, if in (2) K+\ is replaced by K-X and the inequality sign is reversed. This shows that the condition is necessary. Next suppose that the condition holds and Fix) does not exist. If there exists a subsequence g=gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ oî s such that f[g"dx tends to ± oo, the method of the first part of the theorem can be used to show that lim lim [Uig, ra, 5) + Lig, ra, 5)] = ± oo .
If no subsequence exists and Fix) does not exist, there then exists two subsequences g = gi, g2, ■ ■ ■ and A = Ai, A2, • • • of 5 such that /I x /» X g"dx = G > lim I h"dx = H. a n-*« v a By Theorem I, G= ) fdx+G', H= j fdx + H'.
Hence G'>H'. By the first part of this theorem
3-*0 rt-♦ » Since G'>H' the hypotheses are contradicted, and the sufficiency of the condition follows.
If s" is such that on (a, b), fesndx is bounded in ra and e, then for a fixed x and g lim lim Uig, », b) = Uig, x), lim lim Lig, ra, 5) = Lig, x).
¿-♦0 n->« 5-»0 n-»« The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the function F(x) then becomes
where K is independent of g. The functions Uig, x) and Lig, x) are monotone in x, and bounded. Consequently K(x) is of bounded variation, and this shows that x) = j fdx + Kix) Fi is of bounded variation, a fact which can easily be proved independently of the foregoing. We now prove Theorem IV. If Fix) is a function of bounded variation on (a, b), then there exists a function fix) and a sequence of summable functions s"(x) tending tofx) with fesn(x)dx bounded in n and e such that faSn(x)dx tends to F(x) -Fid).
If di is a discontinuity of F, set Arrange the discontinuities of F in a definite order di, d2, ■ ■ ■ , and consider the intervals An defined on (a, b) by the points dh ■ ■ ■ , dn, where
t=-n+l t=-n+l Let (a, d) be the first of these intervals and let FI =F', where F' is finite, Ft =0 elsewhere. On this interval (a, d) there is a set of points E with mE = d -a at which (i) F is continuous; (ii) F' exists; (iii) / Fldx/h tends to F' as h tends to zero ; (iv) each point of £ is a point of density of E. From (iii) we get, for h sufficiently small,
From this it follows that for each xoi E there exists ô' <S, Ô fixed in (1) above, for which
where, on account of (iv), x+5' can be taken as a point of E. Consequently with each # of 72 there is associated an infinite sequence of intervals ix, x+bi) for which (3) holds with 5/ tending to zero, and with x+Si points of E. It is, therefore, possible to select a finite non-overlapping set (*<, xi+i) of these intervals for which (4) holds, and for which
y < 5.
Let (x,-, Xi+x) he the intervals on (a, d) complementary to the set (xi} xi+1). Order the intervals of these two sets from left to right into the set (xk, xk+1). On the intervals (x0 = a, Xx), (xt-i,Xi=d), and the remaining intervals of (xh, xk+l) which belong to the set (x¡, x,+x) let s,(x) = [F(xk+i) -F(xk) }/(xk+i-xk). On the remaining intervals of the set (xk, xk+l) let s,(x) =F', where F' is finite. Otherwise let s, (x) = 0. For a fixed k = k ' other than k = 0, I -1 it follows from (1), (2), (4), and (5) that (6) .dx where in each case the sum is taken over the intervals of the sets ix,-, */+i), ÍXí, xi+x) to the left of xk> except ixo, Xx). It now follows from (4), (6), and the definition of 5«, that
for Xx^x^Xi^i, and for x = d. Also s,=F' on a set e with me>d -a -2y. This construction can be repeated for each of the intervals of the set ^4B in such a way that relation (7) holds for each point of (a, b) except possibly the points interior to a set of intervals an = (a, a+5"o), (¿, -5"<, di), (di, di+8ni), (b -bnó, b) , where <2, represents the points of dx, • ■ ■ , d" other than a and b. Furthermore s" now denned on (a, b), is such that s,=F' on a set E, with mEt>b -a -2nr¡, where n is arbitrarily small independently of ». If e" is a sequence of values of e tending to zero, then for the corresponding sequence of functions r/" =$," it will now be shown that
for ail values of x on (a, b). Relation (7) holds for the discontinuities di, ■ • ■ , dn. Consequently (8) holds for all the discontinuities of F. There remains the consideration of points of continuity of F which are on an infinite set of the open intervals a". For a fixed di the intervals (¿, -Sni, di), (di, di+bni) are such that 5"< tends to zero as » increases. Hence if any point x is on the first of these open intervals for an infinite set of values of », then
As « increases each of the three terms on the right tends to zero. A similar relation holds for x on (di, d,+>5",). This, with the foregoing, establishes (8) for every point x of (a, b). The sequence <rn=F' on En where mEn tends to b -a. It then follows that there exists a subsequence sn of <r" and a set £ with m£ = b -a such that sn tends to F' on £. Let/(x) =F' on £,/(x) =0 elsewhere on (a, b). Then this sequence sn tends to/ almost everywhere, and (8) holds with in replacing <r". From the manner in which s" was constructed, it is clear that feSndx is bounded in « and e. The function / and the sequence sn satisfy the requirements of the theorem. That fsndx be bounded in » and e is a sufficient condition for F to be of bounded variation,but it is not a necessary condition. Let Xi = a <x2 <x3 < ■ • • be a sequence of values of x on (a, b) with x" tending to b. On the intervals (x"_i, x"), (x", x"+i) let i" be constant and such that the integrals of s" over these intervals is « and -» respectively. Then F(x) =0, a^x^b, but f,sn is not bounded in « and e.
3. The independence of F(x) and f*fx)dx. Some examples are now given which show that the limit function F(x) is independent of f(x). We first construct a special sequence s(a, b, r) on the linear interval (a, b). Delete the interior points of the middle third of (a, b), then the interior points of the middle third of each of the remaining thirds, and so on indefinitely. Let G be the non-dense closed set of zero measure which remains. At the rath stage of this process there are 2n undeleted intervals. On each of these intervals let s"ix) be constant, and such that fs"dx over each interval is equal to r/2n, where r is a prescribed real number not zero. Let s" = 0 elsewhere on (a, b). If sn is now redefined to be zero at the points of G, then fs" over any part of (a, b) is not changed, and s" tends to zero everywhere. Furthermore, it is easily verified that p(x) = lim I s"dx Since s" = 0 on a set E" with mE">b -a -1/2", it follows that there exists a set E on (a, ¿>) with mE = b-a at each point of which s" tends to zero. If s" is now redefined to be zero at the points of CE, then (1) holds with s" tending to zero everywhere. Now let Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ be a sequence of values of * with a< ■ ■ ■ <x"<x"-i< ■ ■ ■ and x" tending to a. Redefine s" on the interior of (a, x") in such a way that flnSndx = Fia). We then have (2) Fix) = lim I sndx
with s" tending to zero everywhere. We have thus shown:
If Fix) is any continuous function on (a, b), then there exists 5(0, a, x) such that Fix) =5(0, a, x), and the sequence s" used in defining 5(0, a, x) tends to zero everywhere.
Next let Fix) be any measurable function on (a, b). There exists a sequence of continuous functions pn(x) tending to F(x) almost everywhere. By the foregoing there exists a sequence snk such that s"* = 0 on a set E"k with mE"k>b -a -tk and 
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The quantity ek is independent of n. Hence if €*<l/2n and sn=snk, then almost everywhere on (a, b) (3) F(x) = lim I s"dx, B-»«o J a and sn tends to zero almost everywhere. By modifying s" on a set of zero measure we have (3) holding with sn tending to zero everywhere. We thus get:
If F(x) is any measurable function on (a, b), then there exists sn(x) tending to zero everywhere for which fasndx tends to F(x) almost everywhere.
Finally, let Fi(x), F2(x), -be any sequence of measurable functions on (a, b). There exists snk tending to zero everywhere for which 7"(x) = lim f Snkdx almost everywhere. If from the double sequence s"k there is selected the single sequence sikl, sik" s2k" Sik" s2k" s3kt, ■ ■ ■ then for the single sequence sn obtained in this way the set of limits of f sndx includes the sequence of functions Fi(x), F2(x), • ■ ■ for almost all points of (a, b). If in defining sn each successive kp is chosen sufficiently great then sn tends to zero almost everywhere. By redefining this sequence sn at a set of zero measure we have the following:
If Fi(x), F2(x), • • • is any sequence of measurable functions on (a, b), there exists a sequence of summable functions sn(x) tending to zero everywhere such that for almost all points of (a, b) the set of limits of f sndx includes the sequence Fi(x),F2(x), 4. The inversion of approximate derived numbers. If fix) is finite except for a denumerable set, and almost everywhere is equal to one* of the derived numbers of the continuous function Fix), then/ is integrable in the Denjoy sense to F(x) -Fia). We now obtain the corresponding theorem for approximate derived numbers, with a set of measure zero replacing the denumerable set, and sequence integration replacing Denjoy integration. Let/(x) be measurable and finite almost everywhere on (a, b), and almost everywhere be equal to one of the approximate derived numbers of the continuous function F(x). Since F is continuous it is measurable. Then, since/ is finite except for a set of zero measure, it follows thatf=ADF almost every-* Not necessarily the same derived number at each point.
where.* Let E" he the set for which -«</<». Then/ is summable over E" at almost all points of En the density of En is unity, and Since l/l <n on En, the second integral on the right is at most equal to nmE'/h, and as A tends to zero this tends to zero for the reason that the density of E' is zero at x. Since at almost all points of En, f is the approximate derivative of F, we have for these points x,
,.
for a set e^ of right-hand density unity at x. Hence, from (1) and (2), for a given «>0, and a given y with 0 <y < 1, there exists Ô>0 for which
fdx-f «{(*.*+*) < me^(x, x+h)>yh, 0<h<b, b depending on x, and this relation holding for almost all points of En. For ra sufficiently large mE" is arbitrarily near to b -a. We conclude, therefore, that there exists on (a, b) a set E with mE = b -a, to each point x of which there corresponds a set ex and a number 5>0 for which, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use such that on (x, x+A<) there is a set ex which includes the point x+A,-, with mex(x, x+hi)>7]hi, and for which
where on (x, x+A<) the set et is the set cr(x, x+hi). From the set of intervals thus associated with the set E, it is possible to select a finite set (xk, xk+x) with 2^2(xk+i-xk)>mE -e. Let (x,-, xi+i) be the intervals on (a, b) complementary to the set (x*, xk+i). Furthermore, let (x*, xk+x) be so chosen that if x' and x" are any two points on an interval of the set (x*, xk+i) or on an interval of the set (x,-, x,_i) then
Let 5,,=/on eXk = ek, st"= {F(x)+i)-F(x,)}/(x,-+1-x,-) on (x,-, xj+x), andsit)=0 elsewhere on (a, b). The function se, =/ on X)ß*, which is a set with measure >?j(¿>-o -e). For k = k' and x a point of ek> we have
Si.dx where (x,-, x.+i) includes all the intervals of (xk, xk+x) with k<k' and (x',Xz+i) includes all the intervals of the set (x,-, x,+i) to the left of xk-. On account of (4) the first term on the right is not greater than e(x -xk>), and the second term is not greater than e(xk> -a). While from the definition of s«, on (x" xJ+i), the third term is zero. Hence for x any point of the set Ze*,
Let ek be a closed subset of ek for which (7) J "_«{ fdx <e, and let (a, ß) be an interval on (xk, xk+x) complementary to ek . If x is any point on (a, ß) which is not a point of ek then it follows from (5), (6), and (7) that F(x) -F( a) -I stvdx < t(x -a) + 2«.
On an interval of the set (x" x,+i), s«, is constant. Consequently the integral of j«, over (x,-, x) is linear on (x,-, x,+i) and varies from zero to F(x,+i)-F(x,). It then follows from the relation (5) < t(x -a) + 2«, and i,,=/on a set with measure >r¡ib-a-e). If then we take a sequence of values of « tending to zero and a corresponding sequence of values of r¡ tending to unity, we arrive at a sequence of functions, s", for which Fix) -Fia) = lira Í sndx.
n-»» J a Furthermore, since sn=f on a set with measure >r/"(¿>-a-e") it follows that there exists a subsequence of sn which converges to / almost everywhere on (a, b). We have thus proved Theorem V. Let the function fx) be measurable and finite almost everywhere on (a, b), and almost everywhere be one or the other of the approximate derived numbers of the continuous function Fix). Then fx) is integrable in the sequence sense to Fix)-Fia).
5. The limit of sn(x) not summable. Let Xi, x2, ■ •• be a seqf ence of values of x on (0, 1) with xi=0, x,<x,+i, and with x, tending to unity. On (x,-, xj+i) let/= ± l/[i(X{+t-Xi)], + or -holding accordingly as i is odd or even. Let s"=f on (x<, x,+i), i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , », and sn = 0 elsewhere. Then the integral of / exists on (0, 1) as a non-absolutely convergent integral, sn is summable for each », and 
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Let Si= (x" x.+i). On 5< the function/is positive or negative accordingly as i is odd or even. Let the sequence 5i, S2, ■ • ■ be rearranged in the order Si, 53, S2, dt, 57, 84, • • • , two intervals on which / is positive followed by one on which / is negative. Let this rearranged sequence be yi, y2, ■ ■ • , let sn=fon E"=yx, y2, ■ ■ ■ , y", and let s"=0 elsewhere on (0, 1). Then
In both (1) and (2) jB=/on E", E"oEn-i, and mE" tends to unity. We thus see that for the function/defined above there is a sequence s" of this general type for which (1) holds, and another such sequence for which (1) does not hold. This raises the question: If/ is any function which is integrable in a non-absolutely convergent sense, does there exist at least one sequence of this general type for which (1) holds? The answer is in the affirmative for the generalized Denjoy integral. The proof of this is built up in several stages.
Let f(x) be a measurable function which is integrable in the generalized Denjoy sense on (a, b). Let Ei be the points of non-summability oí fon (a, b), and (ait j8.) the set of open intervals complementary to Ei. Fix t" and let (añ, ßn ) be an interval with a, <aB <ßn </?,-, and such that for x on (a,-, a"' ), (ßn , ßi) we have respectively
The function/is summable on (a»', ßn), and if s"=f on (aB , ßn) and s" = 0 elsewhere on (a,-, ß,), then Fix) -Fiat) -J sndx < 2tn, a, á * ^ ßi.
Letting «" tend to zero and añ, ßn tend monotonically to a,, /3, respectively we get Fix) -Fiai) = lim I s"dx, a, ^ x ^ ßi, n-.ce J ai where sn=f on En, s"=0 elsewhere on (a,-, ßi), En^En-i, and rai£B tends to ßi-at. Hence we have:
On each interval (a,-, ßi) complementary to Ei there exists TSij, a, x) such that Fix)-Ficti) = TSif, a, x).
Let E2 be the points of non-summability of / over Ex together with the points of Ei at which Zl^0<)-F(ai)\ diverges, (a,-, j8,-) the intervals complementary to Ei. Now let (a,-, ßi) be an interval of the set complementary to E2. Fix *" and let (añ, ßn) be an interval with ai<añ <ßn <ßi such that for x on (a(, añ), (ßn, ßi) we have respectively
[March Let e be the part of Ex on («"', ßn' ), (a,-, ß,) the intervals complementary to e on (<*"', pV). Then £ |F ( If sn=s"i on (a,-, j8,-), i«"*/ on e, and s" = 0 elsewnere on (a,-, p\), it follows from (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) that F(x) -Fiad -j sndx <4tn.
Let €" tend to zero, «"', pY tend monotonically to a¿, ßi respectively, and pn increase monotonically. Also on the intervals (a" ß,), j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p", let Enj be so determined that7¿n, contains2£("_i), andXli »»£"• tends to^(/3,-a,).
Then F(x) -F(a¡) = lira I s"iix, a{ ^ x ^ /3i; n->« «7 a>.
5"=/on £", £" 3 £"_i and «&£" tends to /3¿-a,-. Thus we have:
0» all the intervals (on, ßi) complementary to E2 there exists TS(f, a, x) for which Fix) -Fiai) = TSif, a, x), a{ ¿ *£ ßi-If E3 is the set of points of non-summability of/over F2 together with the points of E2 at which X]|F(/3t) -F(a,)| diverges, (a,-, p\) the intervals complementary to F2, then the foregoing process can be repeated to obtain the corresponding result for the intervals (a,-, p\) complementary to E3. Furthermore, the process can be repeated for every set Fx for \<co, where w is the first transfinite ordinal of the second kind. Let («,, ßi) be an interval of the set complementary to Eu and (añ, ßn) an interval with a, <aB <ßn </3, and with
for x on (a" añ), (ßn, ßd respectively. There is a set E\, \<u for which the part of E\ on (añ, ßn ) is empty. It then follows that the methods of construction given above lead to the existence of TS(f, añ, x), for which TS(f, añ, x) = F(x)-F(añ), añ ^xiißn ■ Hence on (añ, ßn) there exists s"k=f on E"k, snk=0 elsewhere on (añ, ßn), mE"k>ß"-a"-t", and (7) F(x) -F(añ) -j s">dx < in, añ Ú x ^ ßn .
If «" tends to zero and añ, ßn tend respectively to a,, /3" it follows from (6) and (7) Let £i=E", and <ri = sB1. Fix ra2 so that (9) and so that where G= £i -En,. Relation (10) is possible for the reason that/is summable on £i and mEn tends to (/3,-«;). Set £2 = £",-(- (Êi-£",) .
Then £2o£i. Also, if a2=f on £2, o-2=0 elsewhere on (a,-, /3.) it follows from (9) where on=f on £B, crB=0 elsewhere on (a,-, ß,), £Bs £"_i and m£" tends to ßi-ai. This allows us to state:
If o) is the first transfinite ordinal of the second kind and («j, /3.) an interval on (a, b) complementary to Eu, then there exists TS(J, ai, x) for which TSif, a{, x)= Fix)-Fiat), a^x^ßt.
The processes of construction given above can be repeated to give the corresponding result for an interval (a,-, /3,) of the set complementary to E\, where X is any finite or transfinite ordinal of the first kind, or for an interval (a¿, ßi) of the set complementary to Eu, where w is any transfinite ordinal of the second kind. The method of transfinite induction can now be used to prove : Theorem VI. If f(x) is measurable on (a, b) and integrable in the generalized Denjoy sense to F(x), then there exists TS(f, a, x) for which TS(f, a,x) = F(x),a^x^b.
The sequence Si, s2, ■ ■ ■ of Theorem V converges to / almost everywhere, but is not defined wholly in terms of /. There may be intervals (x¡, x,+1) on (a, b) for which sn= [F(xj+x)-F(x¡)}/(xí+x-x,), and consequently sn cannot be determined on these intervals without a knowledge of the values of F at the points x,-, x,-+x. In some cases sn can be determined without a knowledge of the values of F at particular points. To throw further light on this point we start with a continuous function F(x) which is also (.4CG), and prove Lemma I. Let F(x) be (ACG) on (a, b), and let e be any closed set with me=0. Then there exists a finite set of intervals (an, bn) with (an, bn) points of e which contain, either as end points or interior points, all of e except at most a finite set, and for which Under the conditions of the lemma e=ex+e2+ ■ • ■ , where F is absolutely continuous on each en. Let en be the set en together with its limit points. Then, since e is closed, êHce, and the continuity of F can be used to show that F is absolutely continuous on en. Let (a,-, ßi) be the intervals on (a, b) contiguous to ëx, and ial, ai') the finite set of intervals on (a, b) belonging to the complement of the intervals («i, ßx), ■ ■ • , («», ß"). Then the intervals (ci/, ai') contain, either as end points or interior points, all of a, except at most a finite set. The points ci, ci' belong to Si. Then, since F is absolutely continuous on êi and since mei=0, it follows that if » is sufficiently great,
Let B{, B2, ■ ■ ■ be the finite set of intervals complementary to the set (cil, cu'), and let e2i be the part of e2 on the closed interval 73/. There then exists on B[ a finite set of intervals containing, either as end points or interior points, all of the set ê2i, except at most a finite number of points of ê2i, and which satisfy relations similar to (1). If (c2/, c2/') is the total set of intervals thus determined for all of the set BÍ, it is possible to have
The set (cu, Cií')+(c2¡, c2¡') contains all of ëx and ê2, except for at most a finite number of points. We designate by 23? the finite set of intervals on (a, b) complementary to (cú, cú') + (c2í, c2¡'), and proceed to determine on 73,? a finite set of intervals containing all of ê3i, except at most a finite number of points. Continuing this process we arrive at the countable set of intervals, (en, c,i) none of which overlap, which contain, either as end points or as interior points, all of e except at most a countable set P, and for which, if
ELI Fic¿ ' ) -F(c,l ) | < *, £ £ (c,l ' -Cil )<8. ii i * Let D be the end points of the intervals C= (c,/, £,-/'), and E the limit points of the set D+P. The set D+P is enumerable. Since e is closed and C+P^e, it follows that D+PoE. Consequently E is enumerable and closed. Let E=xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ . Since e is closed and me=0, the set e is non-dense on (a, b). Hence each point x< of the set E is the left-hand end point of an interval (x,-, xí), or the right-hand end point of an interval (x/, xi), or both, where in the first case x/ is a point of e which is not a limit point of e on the right, and in the second case x/ is a point of e which is not a limit point of e on the left. Thus F is on a set of intervals whose end points are not limit points of e from without. Furthermore, these intervals can be chosen so that
Since E is closed, it easily follows that there exists a finite non-overlapping set A of these intervals associated with the set F=Xi, x2, • ■ • which contain, either as end points or interior points, all the points of E. If an end point of the set A happens to be an interior point of an interval (c,/, c,/'), it can be changed to one or the other of the end points of (c,/, c¿/' ) without altering relations (4). There will then be only a finite set C of the intervals of C which are exterior to or abutting the altered set A, and if (an, b") is the finite set of intervals C +A, then (a", ¿>") contains, either as interior points or end points, all of e except at most a finite set, the points an, bn belong to e, and Z I Fib.) -Fian) | < 3«, Z (*. -O < 35.
This establishes the lemma.
Let the function/be finite almost everywhere on (a, b), and almost everywhere be equal to one or the other of the approximate derived numbers of the function F which is iA CG) on (a, ¿>). Working as in Theorem V, it is possible to determine on (a, b) a finite set of intervals ixk, xk+i), and on each interval a set ek, where
where the set £ is the set ek, where mek>r¡ixk+x-xk), and where Z(**+i-**) is arbitrarily near to b-a, in particular >(¿>-a)/2. Denote this finite set of intervals by TsTi and the part of (a, b) complementary to Kx by CKi. It is then possible to determine on CKx a finite set of intervals K2 satisfying relations similar to (5), with mK2>mCKx/2. Denoting the part of (a, b) complementary to Ki+K2 by CK2, we can determine a set K¡ on CK2 with mK3>mCK2/2, and with the set 7sT3 satisfying relations similar to (5). Continuing this process we arrive at a set of non-overlapping intervals K=Kx+K2+ ■ ■ ■ with mK=b-a. Let e be the end points and limit points of end points of K. Then e is closed, me=0, and consequently, this set e satisfies the conditions of Lemma I in relation to F. Let (a" , bñ) be the set of intervals provided by this lemma. It is evident that these intervals can be reduced to a non-abutting set (a", b") with the same properties relatively to F. The complement of the closed intervals (a", bn) and the finite number of points of e exterior to (a", ¿>") is a finite set of open intervals ixk, xk+x) of the set K. Let s,"=f on ek, slv=0 elsewhere on (a, b). Then, as in Theorem V, for any point of (a, b), Fix) -Fia) -j s,ndx < eix -a) + 2« + Z I F(bn) ~ Fia,) < eib -a) + 3e.
Also ^Támek>y'^(xk+x-xk)>y(b-a-t).
If now we take a sequence of values of e tending to zero, and a corresponding sequence of values of y tending to unity, we arrive at a sequence of summable functions s" for which iB=/on a set E", s"=0 elsewhere, mE" tends to b-a, and x) -Fia) = lira Sn'dx.
(6) F(
Proceeding as in the concluding part of the proof of Theorem VI, a subsequence r/" of sn can be determined for which (6) holds and for which o-"=/ on £", o-" = 0 elsewhere, £"3 £"_i, and m£n tends to b-a. Thus we have proved Theorem VII. Let f(x) be finite almost everywhere on (a, b), and almost everywhere be equal to one or the other of the approximate derived numbers of the continuous function F(x) which is also (ACG). Thenf(x) is totally integrable in the sequence sense to F(x) -F(a).
If fx) satisfies the conditions of Theorem VII it is integrable in the generalized Denjoy sense.* Hence Theorem VII follows from Theorem VI. Conversely Theorem VI follows from Theorem VII. For if F(x) is the generalized Denjoy integral of/ then F is (ACG), and almost everywhere ADF=f. Between the proofs of these two theorems there are these distinctions: Theorem VII holds for continuous functions F(x) which are not (ACG), but which behave relatively to every closed set of zero measure in the manner described by Lemma I, provided such functions exist. Again the proof of Theorem VII does not involve transfinite induction, and gives, therefore, a method for constructing a generalized Denjoy integral without the use of transfinite numbers. This construction is particularly simple when the points E of non-summability off are of zero measure. The set E is closed. It then follows from Lemma I that there is a finite set (an, bn) of non-abutting intervals containing all of E except a finite set P, with £|F(2>") -F(an) | <«. Let (ai, ßt) be the finite number of intervals complementary to the set (a", bn) + P. If («,', ßi') is an interval with a¡<ai' <ßi'<ßi, then on this interval/ is summable. Furthermore, if, for each i, ai', ßt' are sufficiently near to a,, p\ respectively, then
and F(b)-F(a) is obtained by taking a sequence of values of e tending to zero. 6. Conditions for uniqueness of total sequence integration. We first construct a function TS(f, a, x) which is not equal to fj(x)dx.
Let G be the Cantor non-dense closed set on (0, 1) defined as in §3. Let (a, b) be the middle third of (0, 1), x0=a<Xi<x2<
• • ■ , a sequence of values of x on (a, b) with third step in the construction of G. On 53, construct the set E3i according to the above scheme with X/7 replacing X/3, taking care that £3= ££3, contains £2. This process of construction can be continued, giving the sets £1, £2, ■ • • with £" s £n_i and m£n tending to unity. Let sn=f on £" and j" = 0 elsewhere on (0, 1). Then s" is summable on (0, 1), s" tends to/, and it is easily verified that
(1) lim f sndx = (b(x), where 0(x) is continuous. Let x be any point on (0, 1), and let ^."(x) be the number of whole deleted intervals to the left of x arising at the »th step in the construction of G. There are 2n-1 of these intervals, and it is easily verified that as « increases %_n(x)/(2n-1) tends to a limit 'R.(x), wherê (x) is continuous, non-decreasing, constant on the intervals (a{, ßi) complementary to G, and such that <r\(0) = 0, t\(1) = 1. Furthermore (2) 0(x) -WB,(x) + J fdx.
We thus have faix) = TSiJ, a, x)^flfdx.
The function 0(x) is not iACG) on (0, 1). Suppose the contrary to be true.
If 0 is iA CG) on (0, 1) then, since G is closed and mG=0, it follows from Lemma I that there exists a finite set of intervals (a", bn) on (0, 1) containing all of G except a finite set P, where a", ¿>" are points of G, £(2>B-a") is arbitrarily small, the intervals (y", ôn) complementary to (an, b")+P are a finite number of the intervals (a,-, ßi) complementary to G, and the sum £|</>(¿>n)-(f>ian)\ is arbitrarily small. Since t\(x) is constant on (ait p\), it follows from (2) that 0(p\)-0(a,) =/a*/.ix = 0. Hence 0(a")-0(y") =0. But 0(1) -4>(0) = £{<#>(&") -4>(an)} + £{0(5n) -0(X")}.
Since the first term on the right can be made arbitrarily small by a proper choice of the intervals (a", bn) and since the second term on the right is zero for every choice of (an, bn) in accordance with the requirements of Lemma I, it follows that fa[l) -0(0) = 0. Again, since <R(0) = 0, ^.(1) = 1, and /"'/ dx= 0, it follows from (2) that 0(1)-0(0) = 1. We thus get a contradiction, and are able to conclude that 0(x) is not (ACG) on (a, b). It is possible to prove :
Theorem VIII. If f is integrable in the generalized Denjoy sense on (a, b), if the set E of points of non-summability off has zero measure, and if TS (f, a, x) exists which is (ACG), then TS(f,a, x) = j fdx =F(x).
Since mE = 0 we can consider that /= 0 on E. There exists an interval (I, m) containing a part e of E on its interior such that if (a,-, ßi) are the intervals on (I, m) complementary to E, then Z{^?(ßi) -77(a,)} converges. If (a', ß') is an interval such that a¡<a' <ß' <ßi, then f is summable on (a, ß') and consequently TS(f, a', ß') = F(ß')-F(a').
It then follows from the continuity of TS(f, a, x) that TS(f, «¿, ßi)=F(ßi)-F(ai). Let <p(x) = TSif, a, x) and apply Lemma I as above to get (an, b") and (y", 5B) with (7n, b") an interval of the set (ait ßi) and consequently p(y" TSif, a, x) which is (ACG) with TS(f, a, x)^fj dx. The proof of this, together with necessary and sufficient conditions for TSij, a, x) = fj dx will be published in a subsequent paper.
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